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Nowadays, noise generated by devices is a serious issue in industry and in everyday life, because it may cause health damage to humans. In this research, a cubic rigid device casing built of double-panel thin steel walls is employed to reduce noise emitted from an enclosed noise source. Double-panel structure is used because of good sound insulation it provides. There exist three main groups of noise reduction methods, i.e. passive, semi-active and active. In this paper, a semi-active modification of double-panel structure is applied and examined. The bistable actuator (solenoid) mounted between incident and radiating plates changes its state due to applied constant voltage, causing the coupling of plates. Experimentally measured natural frequencies and modeshapes of the structure are compared to the simulation results. The influence of proposed modification on dynamical properties of the structure is analyzed and discussed.
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1. Introduction

People are exposed to health-damaging noise generated mainly by industrial machines and electric appliances. It is desirable to reduce noise in a human environment, as it also influences mental performance, and causes behavioral disturbances (Alimohammadi, Ebrahimi, 2017). In many systems, it is also important to reduce selected vibration frequencies, as they may have an impact on human body systems, for instance in the suspension of the seat (Sibielak et al., 2015).

To reduce noise in the environment, several methods may be applied. The noise and vibration reduction methods may be classified into three groups: active, semi-active and passive. Noise reduction achieved using passive barriers is mainly effective at high frequencies. At the low-frequency range, their mass, cost, dimensions and thickness increase. Then, active or semi-active methods may be rather employed. The active methods are a light-weight solution for low-frequency noise and vibration problems (Elliott, 2001). The semi-active methods, however less efficient than the active solutions, may provide several benefits, such as little demand for external energy sources (Rzepecki et al., 2019).

For noise and vibration reduction, single-panel structures are usually employed. Nowadays, active vibration control of thin wall casings built of modern materials has been developed, as an efficient alternative for passive solutions (Leniowska, Sierzęga, 2019). Double panels have also attracted attention because of good sound insulation they provide (Mao, Pietrzko, 2008). However, their acoustic performance deteriorates at low frequency, around the mass-air-mass resonance (Pietrzko, Mao, 2008). Many researchers employ active methods to control sound transmission through double walls (Bao, Pan, 1997; Ma et al., 2016; Morzyński, Szczepański, 2018; Wrona, Pawelczyk, 2018), however there are also many studies dedicated to passive solutions (Oliazadeh et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2016).

For noise reduction, device casings enclosing noise sources may be utilized in each of three approaches –
active, semi-active or passive. Many studies are dedicated to specially designed casings employed, e.g. for active structural acoustic control (Chrapońska et al., 2019). In this research, a rigid device casing with double-panel walls is employed to reduce noise. A modification of double-panel structure is applied with a solenoid, and examined. The modification is considered as semi-active, because the energy source is used only to supply the actuator (solenoid) and change the properties of the structure. Any control of the actuator is not employed. The presented research aims to examine an influence of such novel modification on vibroacoustical properties of casing walls.

The remainder of the paper is organized in four sections. Section 2 describes the laboratory setup with the rigid device casing. The double-panel structure modification employed in the casing is presented, and the experiment assumptions are provided. Section 3 provides theory of free vibrations of an isotropic square panel with fully clamped boundary conditions. Simulation results are presented and discussed. Section 4 provides analysis of experimentally measured natural frequencies and modeshapes. The experiment results are compared to simulation output. In Sec. 5, summary is provided, and the conclusions are drawn.

2. Setup and experiments

2.1. The laboratory setup

The examined rigid device casing is presented in Fig. 1. Front, back, left and right casing walls are built of double panels (except a single-panel top wall and sound-insulated basis). The distance between panels in a double wall equals 50 mm. Each panel is a steel square panel (0.46 $\times$ 0.46 m) of thickness equal to $h = 0.6$ mm.

Panels are attached to a rigid frame made of 3 mm thick welded steel profiles by 20 screws (Wrona, Pawelczyk, 2018) and additionally clamped to the structure using a square frame. Hence, panels dimensions considered in vibration analysis are 0.42 $\times$ 0.42 m. Inside the casing, an active Behringer speaker is placed as an enclosed noise source, with its cone located in front of the examined (front) casing wall, at the distance of 10 cm.

One of double-panel casing walls was modified to provide a possibility of panels coupling. Details of the modification are described in Subsec. 2.2. The inner panel is referred to as the incident panel and the outer panel is referred to as the radiating panel (Mao, Pietrzak, 2013). To measure panel vibrations, a $7 \times 7$ grid consisting of 49 points was marked on the radiating panel of the rigid device casing. Vibrations were measured using laser vibrometer Polytec PDV-100. In the cavity between panels of left, right and back walls, a sound-absorbing foam was placed.

National Instruments PCI-6289 M Series DAQ card was used to generate multi-sinusoidal signal (up to 500 Hz, emitted from the active speaker placed inside the casing), as an excitation, and to acquire data from the laser vibrometer. Software for measurement system, designed to acquire raw measurement data and save them in files, was created in LabVIEW graphical environment. Further data processing (to compute natural frequencies and obtain modeshapes) and modeling was provided using open source software: Octave and FreeFem++ (open source partial differential equation solver which uses the Finite Element Method). The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2.

2.2. Double-panel structure coupling

Between two panels of the front rigid casing wall, a semi-active modification was made. At the centre of the radiating panel, a solenoid core was mounted (Fig. 3).
At the centre of the incident panel, a solenoid with inductor inside was mounted (Fig. 4). Solenoid was wired to a laboratory power supply. Voltage $V$ from the power supply was either 0 V or 11 V. If $V$ was 0 V, the solenoid core was not held in solenoid inductor mounted on the incident panel, and a possible influence of concentrated mass (solenoid core with plastic wheel used for mounting) was considered only (such case is referred to as case C$^{OFF}$ below). Mass of the solenoid core with plastic wheel used for mounting was measured as $M = 9$ g. If voltage was 11 V, the solenoid core was held in solenoid inductor mounted on the incident panel, hence the radiating panel centre was coupled with the incident panel centre (such case is referred to as case C$^{ON}$ below). It was expected that coupling panels may influence vibroacoustical properties of the radiating panel, and an experiment was performed to analyze such phenomenon.

Fig. 4. Solenoid with inductor mounted at the centre of the incident panel.

2.3. The experiment

Vibrations were measured two times using the laser vibrometer Polytec PDV-100 in each of 49 points of the marked grid on the radiating panel. First measurement in each point was made when voltage was 0 V, and the solenoid core was not held in solenoid inductor mounted on the incident panel. Second measurement in each point was made when voltage was 11 V and the panels were coupled.

The grid dimensions ($7 \times 7$) are justified experimentally and limited due to technical aspects of the system. As the temperature of the actuator (solenoid) mounted between the plates increases quickly if the current is applied, the undesired local change of structure temperature is observed after specific amount of time. Hence, resonances may be shifted, as panel response varies depending on temperature changes (Mazur, Pawelczyk, 2011). Such phenomenon may influence the results and make them uncredible. As the measurement system allows to measure plate’s vibration in one point at once, the total amount of time needed to perform the experiment increases, hence the risk of undesirable structure temperature change increases along with grid dimensions. Grid dimensions are the odd numbers, because maxima and minima of the mode-shapes (up to mode $(3,3)$) may occur approximately in the points locations.

3. Modeling and simulation

Modeling of double-panel structures is a challenging issue itself, for instance in aerospace sciences (Pietrzko, Mao, 2008). Adding any kind of coupling between panels may increase complexity of calculations. If a model is complex or a broad frequency range is considered, achieving sufficient modeling accuracy and reasonable computation time may be challenging (Klanner, Ellermann, 2018).

In this paper a structure consisting of double panels is considered. Between them, a solenoid is placed, which, if sufficiently powered, clamps the panel at its location. Complete mathematical modelling of the structure requires taking into account sophisticated phenomena including fluid-structure interaction and is outside the scope of this paper. It is going to be the subject of another publication. The following experiments show how the response of the structure is changed as compared to the single panel, and demonstrate the potential of this method in noise reduction, particularly if more clamping points are applied. In the following section, basics of single panel vibration analysis are provided to give an overview of issues related to modeling panels, such as influence of additional elements attached to a panel, method accuracy, and modeling assumptions.

In this experiment, it is assumed that rigid casing double-panel walls are built of isotropic steel panels. As steel panels are concerned, it is assumed that Young modulus $E = 200$ GPa, Poisson’s ratio $\nu = 0.3$, and panel density $\rho = 7850$ kg/m$^3$. The radiating panel dimensions are $a \times b \times h = 0.42 \times 0.42 \times 0.0006$ m. Panel
flexural rigidity $D$ is described by the Eq. (1) (MAO, PIETRZKO, 2013):

$$D = \frac{Eh^3}{12(1-\nu^2)},$$

where $h$ is thickness of the panel.

### 3.1. Free vibrations of a panel

Vibrations of an isotropic panel subjected to lateral static loading $q(x,y)$ may be described by the Kirchhoff-Love model (TIMOSHENKO, WOINOWSKI-KRIEGER, 1959):

$$D \left[ \frac{\partial^4 W(x,y)}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 W(x,y)}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 W(x,y)}{\partial y^4} \right] - \rho \frac{\partial^2 W(x,y)}{\partial t^2} = q(x,y),$$

where $W(x,y)$ is an amplitude of the panel lateral displacement.

In case of free vibrations of a panel, it is assumed that lateral loading is replaced by an inertial force (Eq. (3)) (GORMAN, 1982):

$$D \left[ \frac{\partial^4 W(x,y,t)}{\partial x^4} + 2 \frac{\partial^4 W(x,y,t)}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^4 W(x,y,t)}{\partial y^4} \right] + \rho \frac{\partial^2 W(x,y,t)}{\partial t^2} = 0,$$

where $W(x,y,t)$, referred to as $W$ below, is a function of the space coordinates $x$, $y$ and time $t$.

All four edges of each casing panel are connected to a cubic rigid frame by screws and additionally clamped by another square frame, hence fully clamped boundary conditions can be assumed for each panel (DALAEI, KERR, 1996):

$$W = 0, \quad \frac{\partial W}{\partial x} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad x = 0 \lor x = a \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq y \leq b,$$

$$W = 0, \quad \frac{\partial W}{\partial y} = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad y = 0 \lor y = b \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq x \leq a.$$  

(4)

Natural frequencies of a square, isotropic, steel panel with fully clamped boundary conditions were calculated based on method proposed in (MAO, PIETRZKO, 2013). Values are presented in Table 1.

### Table 1. Natural frequencies $f_{mn}$ [Hz] for $m, n = 1, 2, 3$, calculated using method described in (MAO, PIETRZKO, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m/n$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.86</td>
<td>60.97</td>
<td>109.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60.97</td>
<td>90.01</td>
<td>137.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>109.55</td>
<td>137.2</td>
<td>182.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a comparison, natural frequencies of a panel considered in this paper were also calculated using FreeFem++ (Table 2), which is an open source software designed for solving partial differential equations using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Both methods give similar results. Modes ($m,n$) and ($n,m$) for particular $m$ and $n$ in Table 2 are not equal due to assumed modeling accuracy.

### Table 2. Natural frequencies $f_{mn}$ [Hz] for $m, n = 1, 2, 3$, calculated using partial differential equations solver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m/n$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>60.73</td>
<td>108.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>61.08</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>109.48</td>
<td>136.5</td>
<td>181.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Vibrations of a panel loaded with a concentrated mass

To determine the influence of additional element attached to single panel as a concentrated mass, a short analysis is provided below. However such modeling assumptions can not be applied to a double-panel structure, as the solenoid is fastened between two panels, constituting additional point of support, this subsection aims to highlight a general impact of additional elements on vibroacoustics of the panels.

If only single panel would be considered, a solenoid core would be modelled as a concentrated mass located at its centre. One of the approaches for modeling panels carrying a concentrated point mass $M$ located at $(k, h)$ employs Rayleigh method for its simplicity. In such approach, natural frequencies $f_{mn}$ of a panel may be calculated by Eq. (5) (CHAI, 1993):

$$f_{mn} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{D_{mn}}{T_{mn}}} \text{ [Hz]}.$$  

(5)

For a panel with all edges fully clamped, $D_{mn}$ and $T_{mn}$ may be calculated from the following equations (CHAI, 1993):

- for $m = 1$ and $n = 1$:
  $$D_{mn} = \frac{\pi^4D}{4a^3b^3}(364 + 3a^4 + 2a^2b^2),$$
  $$T_{mn} = \frac{9ab\gamma}{64} + M \sin^4\left(\frac{\pi k}{a}\right) \sin^4\left(\frac{\pi h}{b}\right);$$  

(6)

(7)

- for $m = 1$ and $n = 2, 3, 4, ...$:
  $$D_{mn} = \frac{\pi^4D}{32a^3b^3}\left[16b^4 + 3a^4(1 + 6n^2 + n^4) + 8a^2b^2(1 + n^2)\right],$$
  $$T_{mn} = \frac{3ab\gamma}{32} + M \sin^4\left(\frac{\pi k}{a}\right) \sin^2\left(\frac{n\pi h}{b}\right) \sin^4\left(\frac{\pi h}{b}\right);$$  

(8)

(9)
• for \( m = 2, 3, 4, \ldots \) and \( n = 1: \)

\[
D_{mn} = \frac{\pi^4 D}{32a^3b^3}\left[3b^2(1 + 6m^2 + m^4) + 16a^4 + 8a^2b^2(1 + m^2)\right],
\]

\[
T_{mn} = \frac{3ab\gamma}{32} + M \sin^2\left(\frac{\pi k}{a}\right) \sin^2\left(\frac{m\pi k}{a}\right) \sin^4\left(\frac{\pi h}{b}\right); \quad (11)
\]

• for \( m = 2, 3, 4, \ldots \) and \( n = 2, 3, 4, \ldots: \)

\[
D_{mn} = \frac{\pi^4 D}{16a^3b^3}\left[b^4(1 + 6m^2 + m^4) + a^4(1 + 6n^2 + n^4) + 2a^2b^2(1 + m^2)(1 + n^2)\right],
\]

\[
T_{mn} = \frac{ab\gamma}{16} + M \sin^2\left(\frac{\pi k}{a}\right) \sin^2\left(\frac{m\pi k}{a}\right) \cdot \sin^2\left(\frac{\pi h}{b}\right) \sin^2\left(\frac{n\pi h}{b}\right), \quad (13)
\]

where \( \gamma \) is a mass of the panel per unit area. In the case simulated in this paper, concentrated mass (solenoid core with mounting wheel) \( M = 9 \) g is located at the centre of the radiating panel, i.e. \( k = 0.5a \) and \( h = 0.5b \).

For an isotropic steel panel examined in this research, \( \gamma \) for \( m = 1, 2, 3 \) and \( n = 1, 2, 3 \), natural frequencies calculated from Eqs (6)–(13) are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Natural frequencies \( f_{mn} [\text{Hz}] \) for \( m, n = 1, 2, 3 \), \( M = 9 \) g, calculated using method described in (Chai, 1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( m/n )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.66</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>100.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>93.76</td>
<td>135.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.15</td>
<td>135.83</td>
<td>163.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same approach can be employed to calculate free vibrations of a panel without a concentrated mass (\( M = 0 \) g) (Table 4). The results differ from those obtained in Tables 1 and 2 because of lower method accuracy. However, each of the presented methods may be employed to calculate approximate natural frequencies of a single panel.

Table 4. Natural frequencies \( f_{mn} [\text{Hz}] \) for \( m, n = 1, 2, 3 \), \( M = 0 \) g, calculated using method described in (Chai, 1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( m/n )</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.78</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>105.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>93.76</td>
<td>135.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>105.78</td>
<td>135.83</td>
<td>177.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of Tables 3 and 4 implies that a concentrated mass located at the centre of the panel lowers natural frequencies \( f_{11}, f_{13}, f_{31}, \) and \( f_{33} \), while frequencies \( f_{12}, f_{21}, f_{22}, f_{23}, \) and \( f_{32} \) remain unchanged. Values \( f_{mn} \) and \( f_{nm} \) are equal for each \( m \neq n \). Such results are expected in case of a square isotropic panel and confirm correctness of used algorithms. Based on simplified analysis, it is possible that usage of solenoid in proposed double-panel structure modification may cause a decrease of specific resonant frequencies.

4. The experiment results

Figure 5 presents resonant frequencies in the central point of the radiating panel obtained from an experiment, up to 500 Hz. Red line in Fig. 5 corresponds to case of unpowered solenoid, and blue line corresponds to case of activated coupling between panels. Modes \( f_{mn} \) and \( f_{nm} \) for \( m \neq n \) were not distinguished because of square dimensions of the panel. Modes higher than (3,3) were difficult to analyze because of their complicated shape in comparison to grid dimensions.

Resonant frequencies from Table 3 (\( f_{22} \) and \( f_{33} \)) are observed in Fig. 5 at about 93 Hz and 163 Hz, respectively. Peak at about 30 Hz (\( f_{11} \)) is also observed, however its amplitude is low. Presence of peaks at expected frequencies suggests that there may be similarities between modes (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3) in case of single panel and double-panel structure.

Other resonant frequencies observed in the graph were omitted in the analysis because shapes of plate vibration obtained at them were irregular and hard to analyze. The idea was to observe modeshapes and resonant frequencies of modes (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3), and to compare them to simulation results, as these modes may be observed both in case of single or double panel. As grid dimensions are the odd numbers (7 \( \times \) 7), the antinodes of the modeshapes (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3) were supposed to occur approximately in the points locations.

Modeshape obtained at the frequency \( f_{11} \) is presented in Figs. 6b (case COFF) and 6c (case CON), and compared to modeshape of simulated unloaded iso-
tropic square panel (Fig. 6a). Figure 6b corresponds to case of unpowered solenoid. Figure 6c presents modeshape in case of voltage $V = 11$ V applied to the solenoid. Modeshapes are similar to each other. Surface-averaged vibration amplitude for the whole radiating panel expressed in dB is lower in case C_{ON} ($-24$ dB) than in case C_{OFF} ($-23.07$ dB), however such difference is negligible.

In case of resonant frequency $f_{22}$ (93 Hz), applying voltage 11 V to solenoid causes an increase of surface-averaged vibration amplitude ($\overline{A}$) for the whole radiating panel, expressed in dB. In case C_{ON}, $\overline{A}$ equals 10.17 dB, while in case C_{OFF} it is 9.92 dB. A comparison of modeshapes similar to Fig. 6 is presented in Fig. 7.

Similar effect was observed at the frequency $f_{33}$, where applying voltage 11 V to solenoid caused an increase of surface-averaged vibration amplitude ($\overline{A}$) for the whole radiating panel, from 4.56 dB to 7.07 dB. A comparison of modeshapes similar to Figs 6 and 7 is presented in Fig. 8. As panels coupling is applied once at the centres of them, reduction of vibrations is observed only at mode $(1,1)$. Probably, applying more couplings may provide better results, especially if couplings would be set in minima and maxima of specific modes.

Fig. 6. Comparison of modeshapes at $f_{11}$: a) simulated unloaded isotropic square panel, b) experimentally measured modeshape at the voltage 0 V, c) experimentally measured modeshape at the voltage 11 V.

Fig. 7. Comparison of modeshapes at $f_{22}$: a) simulated unloaded isotropic square panel, b) experimentally measured modeshape at the voltage 0 V, c) experimentally measured modeshape at the voltage 11 V.

Fig. 8. Comparison of modeshapes at $f_{33}$: a) simulated unloaded isotropic square panel, b) experimentally measured modeshape at the voltage 0 V, c) experimentally measured modeshape at the voltage 11 V.
Figures 6–8 confirm correctness of performed experiment, and indicate significant influence of solenoid core mass on resonances even if the solenoid is unpowered. If voltage 11 V is applied to the solenoid, mode-shapes do not change significantly – their maxima and minima remain in the same locations. However, amplitude of vibrations may increase or decrease, depending on the frequency.

To compare panel vibrations at the frequencies up to 500 Hz in both cases, i.e. $C_{OFF}$ and $C_{ON}$, surface-averaged vibration amplitude for the whole radiating panel (referred to as $\bar{A}$) was calculated and expressed in dB. Results are presented in Fig. 9. Decrease of such value may indicate general reduction of panel vibrations. Change of vibrations was not compared in particular points, because high vibration amplitude may be transferred to another area of the panel. In Fig. 9a, comparison of $\bar{A}$ calculated for both cases is presented. The analysis took into account two biggest differences (Fig. 9b) between them. At the frequencies up to 500 Hz they are observed at the frequencies 25 Hz and 427 Hz.

Shape of panel vibrations at the frequency 25 Hz is presented in Fig. 10. If panels are not coupled (case $C_{OFF}$, Fig. 10a), it significantly differs from the shape of panel vibrations observed in case of coupled panels ($C_{ON}$, Fig. 10b). Activating coupling between panels causes a significant decrease of $\bar{A}$, from $-31.24$ dB to $-37.74$ dB.

In Fig. 11, the shape of panel vibrations at the frequency 427 Hz is presented. In case of unpowered solenoid ($C_{OFF}$, Fig. 11a), it is significantly different than the shape of panel vibrations calculated for coupled panels ($C_{ON}$, Fig. 11b), however, comparison of normalized panel shapes does not provide important information about surface-averaged vibration reduction. Activating coupling between panels causes a de-
crease of $\overline{A}$ from $-7.28$ dB to $-15.76$ dB, which is a result even better than in case of frequency 25 Hz.

5. Summary and conclusions

Analysis provided in Sec. 4 shows that results obtained experimentally are consistent with simulation output, however only in case of modes (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3). There are many other resonant frequencies, which have to be analyzed in comparison to the double-panel structure model. Such model is out of scope of this paper, but in future publications it has to be taken into account, as many complicated phenomena occur in case of double-panel structures. Modeling approach presented in this paper allowed only to calculate approximate values of expected natural frequencies of the radiating panel with solenoid core mounted at its centre for modes (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3).

The aim of semi-active modification of double-panel structure described in this paper was to notice its influence on vibroacoustical properties of the radiating panel. At one of resonant frequencies, $f_{11}$ (30 Hz), applying voltage to solenoid and coupling panels reduced surface-averaged amplitude over 49 grid points. However, in case of $f_{22}$ (93 Hz) and $f_{33}$ (163 Hz), surface-averaged amplitude over 49 grid points increased. The amplitude was lowered significantly only at the panel centre, where the coupling was applied. Such effect may be caused by limited vibration of the radiating panel’s centre if the panels were coupled. The panels coupling is applied only once, at the centres of panels. Slight reduction of vibrations is observed at mode (1,1). Applying more panels couplings at different coordinates may provide reduction of vibrations also at higher modes, especially if couplings would be applied in the antinodes of such modes.

Beyond the resonant frequencies, interesting effects were observed at 25 Hz and 427 Hz, where applied coupling of the panels caused the two most significant changes in shape of panels vibrations, and reduced amplitude of vibrations in general.
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